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Abstract: Every day activity many number of data and file has been generated. Every organization wants to store and
main that information with efficient manner. Efficient denotes, storage space utilization, securely maintaining the
organization records, accessing records quickly. On the organization server maintain the files some of them are stored
for more than once. It will increase the utilization of memory. It will lead us to insufficient storage space. Sometimes
outgoing data in the network connection contain the duplicate files so, network traffic is occurring (or) the transfer
speed gets shrunk. So, here we propose a technique called data deduplication and we also use the algorithm of machine
learning called string comparison to detect the redundant data and files. To ensure the security we also proposed hybrid
authentication approach.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Consistently on the planet delivered an enormous measure of documents and information. The client can store their
record and information in local PC, remote server, database, and cloud. Distributed computing is the usage of remote
servers on the web to store, oversee and process information as opposed to a local server or personal computer. The
motivation behind Cloud is utilized to store and process a record and data which is transferred by clients and
association. There are part cloud suppliers who give the cloud administration to the clients who need an asset, however
not have the options to manage the cost of more cash to store and process. The cloud gives three different ways of
administrations to the clients in particular IAAS (Infrastructure as a Service), PAAS (Platform as a Service), SAAS
(Software as a Service).
Software as a Service (SaaS), speak to the biggest cloud showcase are as yet developing rapidly. SaaS utilizes the web
to convey applications that are managed by a third-party and whose interface is gotten to on the customers' side. Most
SaaS applications can be run straightforwardly from an internet browser with no downloads or establishments required,
although some additional plugins. Platform as a Service (PaaS), are used for applications, and another improvement
when giving cloud services to software. Designers can gain with PaaS is a system they can expand upon to create or
modify applications. PaaS makes the advancement, testing, and deployment of application fastly, straightforward, and
savvy. With this innovation, venture activities, or an outsider supplier, can oversee Operating Systems, virtualization,
servers, storage, organizing, and the PaaS architecture itself. Designers, in any case, deal with the applications.
Infrastructure as a Service(IaaS) provides virtualization of computing resources through internet. The above mentioned
services can be utilized any of the following categories: Public cloud, Private cloud, and Hybrid cloud. In public cloud
computing resources like Servers, Storage, Networks and development platform can shared among multiple companies.
Also it supports any one can access these resources those who subscribed the cloud. The issues we see with the open
cloud—low visibility into traffic and action, security concerns. Because of the above mentioned problems we are going
to concentrate only Private cloud. The individual endeavour made and kept up a private cloud. Private clouds are
committed to a solitary association or business. It underpins a group of the devoted client not for everybody in the
network. Along these lines, it is appropriate to store confidential information of the association. While we are sparing
our documents on the cloud we can lessen the measure of extra space and the bandwidth capacity. It makes the
framework increasingly secure, the various benefits of clients are again considered while checking duplicate content.
Be that as it may, the issue which happens with this methodology is that regardless of whether including the additional
substance in the records and put away the information in the cloud. So as to validate the client information prompts a
decrease in distributed storage space.
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The solution to this problem is to perform Verification and filtering process. In this approach, the file must be stored in
a safe and secure manner. If there is any intruder in our organization who goes to make illegal access to our file and
make a modification[9]. We can easily identify and block them from login again and also restrict the access rights of
that user. Hence, users can keep their file safe. The Deduplication technique used to eliminate duplicate files from both
server and cloud. The string comparison is an algorithm which is used to compare the files to identify the modified or
unmodified duplicate file and also used the filter algorithm to identify which file is duplicated. String comparison and
filtering algorithm both are coming under the machine learning technique. Normally machine learning is used for in
depth analysis of data.
II.

RELATED WORKS

Considering data duplication and authentication of confidential information outsource to a cloud, paper has been
proposed. For secure storage the system by Jiawei Yuan and Shucheng Yu based on Secure[11] and constant public
cloud storage for deduplication. Data Deduplication process helps to reduce the data and file redundant. This makes the
efficient storage and bandwidth utilization.
Data Integrity and Security are two major concerns on the cloud platform. By implementing Data Deduplication and
String comparison redundant data can be reduce[12]. With help of above techniques integrity can implement. In order
to achieve efficient storage allocation and accessing we proposed Greedy based technique called Huffman Encoding.
With help of above technique we can achieve efficient file access. Existing system does not provide storage efficiency.
III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system uses Data Deduplication and String comparison concepts to avoid redundant data and file
duplication. And the Hybrid authentication mechanism helps to verify the authentication of user. Greedy approach also
used to compress data to provided better storage utilization.
The following sections will describe the overall proposed architecture and the concepts of Data Deduplication,
Optimization, String Comparison and Filtering, Authentication mechanisms [13] used.
3.1 Intelligent compression of Data Deduplication
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Fig 3.1: Proposed System Architecture
This process eliminates the duplication of data and redundant instance of file. It also called as Singles instance data. It
is implemented based on the mechanism called data backup and network data. It increases the storage of unique data
within a cloud. This strategy has worked by examining and contrasting each incoming information and the information
which exist in our storage. On the off chance that information is as of now present in the database this system dispenses
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with the new information and simply makes a reference for that new approaching information. In the event that there
are any changes in the approaching information, at that point that changes are just refreshed with the current document
then recently coming record is erased; however, there is dependably a reference for every approaching document.
Reference is nothing but the information about which file is newly entered in to system.
3.2
Huffman Encoding for File Optimization
The proposed method consists of Greedy Approach to store the file in the cloud. It provides best optimization solution
in terms of compressing data. The major demerits of this algorithm is software attacks occurred because of mobile
malware such as Trojans, Worms and Viruses can result in privacy leakage, economic loss, power depletion, and
network performance degradation of the system.
3.3
Proposed Client Authentication in the cloud
Authentication mechanism gives access control to frameworks by verifying whether a client's credential matches the
accreditations in a database of approved clients or in an information verification server[1]. Once the credentials
matches with existing credentials it allows user to access their respective files. Otherwise it stores the information of
system where the unauthorized access origins. This information helps to prevent from the future access fro the same
machine or user.
Here we propose Hybrid Authentication mechanism. It comprises of both One-Time Password (OTP) Authentication
and HTTP based API authentication.
 One-Time Password Authentication:[8] It is automatically generated secret code based on Random Key
Generation method. It can be combinations of numeric and alphabets. This code is valid for 15 minutes from
generation.
 HTTP based API Authentication: Here server requests the client authentication in the form of user name and
password through the browser.
3.4
String Comparison and Filter Algorithm
When the user need to ensure there is no duplication. User uses the string comparison it will compare the file in the
local server and cloud with the same file in the database. The algorithm first convert the data into binary format then
compared with data in the database. Because the data in database is in binary format we cannot convert that in to
normal format to compare. If the string mismatch will occur at any place while comparing the file. Then there is
duplication on that file which means someone accesses the file and made a modification on that illegally. Filter
Algorithm is an approach to improving quality of raw data collected from various sources. It is most effective in cases
when there is in band noise present. This algorithm helps us to identify which file is modified by using the generated
log file. The log file contains which file is modified, when that file modified and how much data is modified. The file
stored in the local server only gets changed. The backup copy of the file in the database cannot change.
3.5

Log file generation

Fig. 3.2: Log File
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When the duplication and duplicated file is identified then log file is generated on the cloud. At the same time only file
in the local server get changed. The file copy in the database is never get modify. If intruder modify the file directly this
is in cloud also identified. By using the generated log file in the cloud we can identify the modified file name when the
file modified (date and time). The following output screen shows the sample log details. It shows the details of
duplication files with Time stamp and information about particular file.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a method called Deduplication and String Comparison to avoid redundant data and file. In
cloud environment, we can provide secure access control by implementing hybrid authentication method. In addition to
authentication, we are using Filter methods to avoid unauthorized access through the help of log file. In future
enhancements, we have planned to implement novel cryptography algorithm to provide enhanced security. A greedy
algorithm always generated locally optimal solutions. The major demerits of this algorithm is software attacks occurred
because of mobile malware such as Trojans, Worms and Viruses can result in privacy leakage, economic loss, power
depletion, and network performance degradation of the system. So further improvement is necessary to implement in a
secure way.
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